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Complete SMT Solutions

Trusted by... Low risk, high reward
Oritech Automation provides a wide range of Surface Mount Technology (SMT) solutions to electronics 
manufacturers. Offering world renowned products, Oritech can help you plan, source, deliver, install 
and commission small to large SMT solutions. Offering full-service capabilities and project management 
experience, Oritech will work with you to ensure your SMT investment starts delivering from day one.

Commit after commissioning
Investing in capital equipment can be a big commitment for your business. That’s why Oritech offers a 
no-commitment arrangement for all orders until your chosen solution is installed, commissioned and 
operating to the specifications outlined within your original investment proposal. 

Having refined our product and service offering, you can be confident that the solutions we provide and 
partnerships we have with world class suppliers will result in a successful investment for you and your 
business. 
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Ongoing support and service
When you work with Oritech Automation, your relationship doesn’t end as soon as your equipment has 
been installed and commissioned. Ongoing support and service is provided by their team of experienced 
service personnel and local engineers from manufacturing suppliers. A full range of consumables and 
tooling is also available from Oritech for a one-stop solution and support service.
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“
Stencil Printers

Oritech Automation provides a range of Stencil 
Printers capable of handling low to high volume 
SMT production requirements.

As the Australian distributor of Europlacer 
Speedprint solutions, Oritech is well placed to 
consult and provide a stencil printing solution for 
any SMT requirement.

Pick and Place Machines

Thanks to the characteristics 
of the Speedprint machines, 
especially the positioning of 
the support pins by laser, we 
gained a lot of flexibility on 
our main SMT line by dividing 
the changeover time in the 
screen printing process by 
more than two.

From very small to very large SMT production 
requirements, Oritech Automation supplies, 
installs and commissions a wide range of pick 
and place machines.

Specialising in the world class Europlacer 
and Fritsch brands, Oritech provides the 
expertise required to seamlessly integrate next 
generation pick and place solutions into your 
SMT operation.

“A robust yet elegant structure 
that gives users everything: 
extremely high feeder count, 
the industry’s largest board 
size, exceptional accuracy 
and intelligent features 
throughout.

Selective Soldering
If you require a selective process for soldering 
components, Oritech Automation offers a range of 
selective soldering solutions to suit any need and 
budget.

As an InterSelect partner, Oritech can supply and 
integrate a variety of machines that are modular 
and offer expandable configurations. 

“For many applications and with 
assemblies with SMD’s mounted on 
both sides, there’s no product-specific 
solder masks required with selective 
soldering. Not only does this save 
us money but it also reduces the 
throughput time of products.

Wave Soldering
For large scale SMT operations, Oritech 
Automation provides a range of Wave 
Soldering machines, including lead-free 
solutions.

This includes the HB Automation range of 
wave solderers that offer excellent heat 
transfer and temperature repeatability. 
Solutions are available to suit all needs 
and budgets. “HB Automation’s wave soldering 

machines generate the desired 
temperature faster than any other 
reflow heat source and respond in less 
than half a second to temperature 
change of less than 0.1oC.  They 
maintain the highest level of 
temperature repeatability.
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“
Reflow Ovens
The development and reliability of convective 
heat ovens has drastically improved over recent 
years. Oritech Automation specialise in a range of 
Reflow Ovens offering excellent convective heat 
generation, transfer and management.

The HB Automation range of reflow ovens provide 
improved temperature uniformity, guaranteed 
process repeatability and excellent convection 
efficiency that reduces zone temperature set-
points.

The heater module in our 
HS series oven is unique in 
heating air on the intake, 
allowing it to be blended into 
a uniformly mixed air blanket. 
This gives us total control, 
confidence and has improved 
our quality performance.

AOI Systems
Nordson YESTECH is your 1-stop resource for 
automated optical and electronics inspection systems 
and equipment (AOI). We offer a comprehensive and 
versatile line of AOI inspection systems.

Our unique technology, combined with our focus on 
customer service and satisfaction, makes the Nordson 
YESTECH line of automated optical inspection systems 
the best value available today.

“Thanks to the full traceability 
and remote monitoring of our 
AOI solution, we have reduced 
our downtime and product 
fault rates in the market.

X-Ray Systems
Get the most out of your medical device, electronic, 
semiconductor, bond and automotive electrical 
testing equipment with Nordson DAGE.

The Quadra® series X-ray inspection takes 
you beyond optical imaging, allowing you to 
nondestructively inspect obscured areas inside 
devices and components at up to 68,000 times 
magnification.

“Nordson machines have never let 
us down! Their equipment has set a 
new standard in our facility. Other 
equipment and vendors do not match 
up. Their lead time for delivery is also 
unprecedented as is their continuing 
commitment to service and training 
after delivery.
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In-Line X-Ray Systems
Oritech Automation has partnered with Nordson 
to provide small-footprint high-resolution 
automated X-ray inspection system concept 
designed for sophisticated high-speed inspection 
of semiconductor samples, wire bonds and PCB-
assembly boards for single/multipanels or samples 
in trays. The inspectable applications range from 
component level inspection to mid-sized SMT 
boards.

“Our new innovative XS Series 
in-line X-ray inspection system 
assures we have have a 100% 
zero-defect during production. 
Well worth the investment.



Fluid Dispensing Systems

Conformal Coating Systems
Oritech Automation provides a range of conformal coating 
systems that provides quality and value for all your automated 
conformal coating process needs. Providing both speed 
and flexibility, they are ideal for mid-volume, high-accuracy 
applications.

We also specialise in conformal coating inspection systems that 
automate the inspection process for quality and consistency of 
coatings.

“We love the product support, product 
reliability, and a wide range of 
products available to handle almost 
anything we encounter. Highly 
recommended.

PCB Loaders & Unloaders
Easily load and unload PCB’s from your assembly 
line. Our range of PCB loaders and unloaders 
incorporates modular stand-alone units that 
are truly independent from other modules 
in the system. Each module has an on-board 
control system which allows the unit to function 
independently.

Each module is able to be linked to other modules 
in the system by utilizing their up line and down 
line SMEMA communication. The modules can also 
be linked to a higher level monitoring or routing 
system by utilizing a host control system.

Peripherals
Oritech Automation provides a wide range of 
peripherals to complete your SMT production 
line including linking conveyors, inspection 
conveyors, PCB stackers & de-stackers, and 
PCB loaders & unloaders.

Inspection
Especially appropriate for rework tasks, manual 
inspection and measurement, Oritech Automation 
offers a range of optical and digital magnifiers and 
microscopes.

Products include full-HD digital microscopes 
with measurement capability (no PC required!) to 
hand-held portable devices to traditional optical 
solutions. A full range of accessories are also 
available.
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“
Designed for advanced semiconductor package, 
electromechanical, and printed circuit board 
assembly, Oritech provides a range of fluid 
dispensing systems.

They are ideal for advanced assembly technologies 
that involve high-speed and precise volume 
dispensing, tight keep-out zones, or dispensing of 
thin and accurate lines.

The dispenser is working 
great…with the help of the 
component kit, we were able 
to quickly determine what tips 
and barrels [for deposit size] to 
use.



Bond Test Equipment

Plasma Cleaning
Plasma cleaning technology prepares and treats 
surfaces in electronics manufacturing operations. If 
you need a corona treatment to alter the properties of 
a surface, you can trust our machines will consistently 
provide the high-frequency discharge required to 
improve adhesion or manage surface etching. 

We’ve partnered with Nordson to offer quality 
machinery and technology aimed at making your 
tasks as seamless and efficient as possible.

“Plasma cleaning technology 
allows us to prepare and 
treat surfaces throughout our 
electronics manufacturing 
operations. Nordson makes this 
seamless and efficient.

Acoustic Microscopy

“Our Gen 6 Sonoscan system 
allows us to concentrate on the 
parts I’m working with, and 
on getting data and images 
from those parts. Rather than 
concentrating on the details of 
operating the microscope.
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“
Bond strength testers help electronics manufacturers 
improve quality control and ensure the integrity of 
connections.

Our bondtesters check the strength of attachments in 
electronic devices through a variety of tests including 
wafer test, wire pull test, ball shear test, tweezer pull 
test and several others. Gain enhanced confidence in 
the performance of your finished product.

Our Nordson 4800 Bondtester 
provides the ultimate flexibility 
for wafer map creation 
allowing for quick and precise 
set-up of test patterns. With 
virtual images for each test 
pattern enabling easy editing.

For many decades Nordson SONOSCAN has been 
the most trusted authority on the application of 
Acoustic Microscopy, also known as Acoustic Micro 
Imaging (AMI) technology for nondestructive 
internal inspection and analysis.

Sonoscan’s C-SAM acoustic microscopes are 
recognized as the benchmark for accuracy, and 
through our SonoLab® division, you’ll benefit from 
the unmatched expertise of our dedicated acoustic 
applications engineers.

Storage Cabinets
Offering expandable and reconfigurable SMT 
storage solutions, Oritech Automation can help 
you integrate suitable component storage for 
streamlined inventory management.

From offline cabinets to fully-integrated solutions 
that network with existing MRP/ERP systems and 
pick and place machines, there is a solution for any 
need.

“Even before you start up the assembly 
line, intelligent line-side & warehouse 
storage delivers astounding 
improvements in productivity and 
build quality, not to mention control 
and traceability as standard.



Oritech has been involved with the manufacturing industry 

for over 15 years, supplying clients within electronics 

manufacturing, original equipment, government & defence, 

medical, engineering, mining, education and energy. 

Our team of experienced and highly trained technicians 

provide market leading service and support to ensure your 

chosen solution is correctly specified, delivered, installed, 

commissioned and supported 24/7. Full training and support 

will be provided as standard to ensure your new solution 

starts delivering from day one.
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